






3. Input system select button:          
     Each depression of the button step through a series of video system and auto 
     detection mode.
     The sequence of selection is as follows:    
     NTSC3.58  NTSC 4.43  PAL BDGI  PAL M  PAL N  SECAM
4. Picture adjustment indicators:  
     1. Contrast indicator:       
         When it lights up, use  +  or   -   button to adjust picture contrast.
     2. Brightness indicator:
         When it light up, use   +   or   -   button to adjust picture brightness.
     3. Color indicator:
         When it light up, use   +   or   -   button to adjust picture color.
     4. Tint indicator:
         When it light up, use    +   or   -   button to adjust tint of the picture(NTSC only).
     5. When both Contrast and Brightness light up, use   +   or   -   button to adjust 
         horizontal phase of the TBC input(against Genlock input).
     6. When both color and Tint light up, use   +   or    -    button to adjust vertical 
         phase of the TBC input (against Genlock input).
     7. When Contrast, Bright, Color, and Tint indicators all light up, or there is no 
         video signal present on the input,CTB-530 can offer 10 different types of 

background colors for choosing as follows:
        COLORBAR Pattern Black Yellow Cyan Green Magenta Red Blue   
         White  no signal.
Note: 
          When a color is selected as background, it will be memorized and appears 
          again when the machine next turned on.
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5. Picture adjustment Controls:
  1. Select: Press this button repeatedly to choose what picture adjustment 
      you wish to do.
      Each depression of the button will lead to a change on the controls as 

follows:
           Contrast  Brightness  Color  Tint  TBC (H)  TBC (V).
  2.  +  : Press this button for adding picture effects value.
  3.  -   : Press this button for reducing picture effects value.
  4.  +  +   -    : Press   +   and   -   simultaneously, the setting of the selected 
                        control will be reset to its default value.
                       Press   +   and   -   simultaneously for over 3 seconds, all controls 
                       will be reset to their default values.

6. Input indicator:
     1. Input 1 illuminates when input 1 is selected.
     2. Input 2 illuminates when input 2 is selected.

7. Source for Input selector:
      Press the button to select the wanted input source from the two inputs.
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